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computer Analysis of Aymara Morphology:
A Two-Level, Finite-state Approach
Kenneth R. Beesley
stuart N. Newton
ALPNET
190 West 800 North
Provo, UT 84604
(801) 379-2300

ABSTRACT
This paper describes a working computer program which
performs morphological analysis and dictionary lookup of
words in Aymara, an Andean language spoken in Bolivia and
Peru. Aymara is noteworthy for the richness of its
morphology; there are, for example, 24 suffix classes that
can follow a verb root. The analysis is written using a
morphology analysis tool based on Koskenniemi' s Two-Level
Theory of morphology; this generalized morphology tool is
driven by lexicons and tables and can be applied to other
languages,
including
semitic
languages,
without
modification of the code.
INTRODUCTION
The Aymara language, spoken by three million people in
Bolivia and Peru, is well known for its highly complex and
productive morphology.
Noun roots,
for example,
can
theoretically exhibit up to 13 suffixes chosen from 13
different suffix classes; verb roots can be followed by
suffixes from 24 different suffix classes. About 200
individual
suffixes are available.
possibilities
for
nominalization of verbs and verbalization of nouns further
complicate the picture.
In a recent project at ALPNET, we undertook to write a
program to automatically analyze the morphology of Aymara
words written in a standardized orthography. Our goal was
to identify each possible reading of a written word and to
show, for each reading, the breakdown of the morphemes, a
rough translation for each morpheme,
and an overall
characterization of the word in terms of features like
tense, number and gender.
The traditional automated approaches
analysis of written language involve
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to morphological
"cut and paste"

operations whereby suspected affixes are cut off until a
suspected stem is left. Then that stem is looked up in a
dictionary. For a morphologically complex language, the
cutting and looking-up steps must often be repeated several
times, perhaps in different orders, before a successful
"reduction"
occurs.
In
addition,
phonological
or
graphological changes may occur and be reflected in the
surface orthography; this may require various kinds of
compensatory "pasting" on the suspected stem, and even on
the affixes, before they can be successfully identified or
looked up. It is almost inevitable for such cut-and-paste
approaches to become large, difficult to maintain and
improve, and completely ad hoc.
Two-Level Morphology, developed by Kimmo Koskenniemi (1983,
1984), Lauri Karttunen (1983) and others (Karttunen &
wi ttenburg, 1983; Gaj ek et a1., 1983; Bear, 1988), is a
powerful, elegant, and increasingly popular theory for
generating and analyzing natural-language morphology. with
some
clever
techniques
for
using
lexicons
(i.e.
dictionaries)
to
drive
the
analysis
and
generation
processes, computer implementations of Two-Level Morphology
are not only theoretically interesting but highly robust,
thorough, and efficient. In October and November of 1988,
we successfully implemented Koskenniemi's two-level theory
as a generalized morphological analysis tool. Then in
January and February of 1989, we built lexicons and other
tables to allow the tool to correctly analyze a large
sample of Aymara words. We continue to expand and improve
the system from time to time.
TWO-LEVEL MORPHOLOGY
Two-Level Morphology is so named because it postulates two
distinct but interrelated levels of representation for
words, in our case a slightly abstract and regularized
lexical level and a surface orthographical level.
Lexical-Level
Surface-Level
The lexical level for any valid Aymara word is a
concatenation of morphemes, in a legal sequence, each
morpheme consisting of a string of characters as they
appear in the lexicon. The surface level is a string of
characters representing the word as it actually appears in
our standardized surface orthography. By convention, the
lexical level is always written above the surface level.
The following noun example utaninaca shows a lexical string
and its surface "realization"; the plus and pound signs at
the lexical level represent word and morpheme boundaries
which are never realized as such on the surface.
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Lexical:
Surface:

#uta+ni+naca#
uta ni naca

=
#
uta =
+ni =
+naca=
=
#
(trans.

word-boundary
house
owner of
plural
word-boundary
"owners of the house")

The following verb example luraNa means "to make/do."
Lexical:
Surface:
#
lura
+Na
#

#lura+Na#
lura Na
=
=
=
=

word-boundary
make/do
infinitive
word-boundary

It should be emphasized that in two-level theory, the
lexical string is not transformed or changed into the
surface string; both levels exist simultaneously and are
related with morphological rules. Relation of the two
levels is not always so trivial, as in the following
example, also based on the root lura, where the final a in
lura is not realized at the surface level.
Lexical:
Surface:
#
lura
-i
+wa
#

#lura-i+wa#
lur i wa
=
=
=
=
=

(trans.

word-boundary
make/do
3rd person present
primary emphasis
word-boundary
"he/she makes/does")

In Aymara, as in most languages, a single string of surface
characters may be a valid realization of several different
lexical strings. In some languages, especially Arabic and
Hebrew, which have optional realization of short vowels, a
single lexical word may have many possible surface
realizations.
The alphabet used in two-level theory is a set of character
pairs, called "concrete pairs." Each concrete pair consists
of a lexical character and a surface character which is one
of its possible surface r~alizations.
Linguists must
discover the concrete pairs required for each language and
declare them for use by the analysis program. Concrete
pairs are represented with the lexical character above the
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surface character, or, especially for computer work, with
the sequence Lexical_Char: Surface_Char. A reserved null or
empty character, here zero, can be used to show that a
lexical character is not realized at all on the surface
("zero realization"). The following concrete pairs figure
in the luriwa example shown above.
Vertical Representation:
Lexical:
Surface:

#lura-i+wa#
OlurOOiOwaO

Horizontal Representation:
#:0

lexical
lexical
lexical
lexical
lexical
lexical

1:1

u:u
r:r
a:O
a:a

pound sign
1 realized
u realized
r realized
a realized
a realized

realized as zero (nothing)-"
on the surface as 1"
on the surface as u"
on the surface as r"
as zero (nothing)"
on the surface as a"

etc.
Where multiple options for realization exist, as for
lexical a, which can be realized as surface a or as nothing
("zero"), morphological rules control the realizations by
referring to lexical and surface context. In other words,
morphological rules resolve and control the discrepancies
between the lexical and surface levels. For example, the
following is a rule to allow and force the realization of
lexical a as surface 0 if and only if it is in the context
preceding a lexical minus sign (which is always realized as
zero).
a:O

<=>

-:0

This rule comprises two logical implications. First, the
left-arrow or "if" part of the rule specifies that if
lexical a appears in the indicated two-level context, then
it must be realized on the surface as zero. In other words,
lexical a is forced to be realized as nothing in this
context, and the rule will block any other realization of
lexical a in this context.
Lexical:
Surface:

a00

Lexical:
Surface:

aaO

Required realization of a:O
in this context

Illegal realization of a:a
in this context
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The second or "only if" part of the rule, indicated with
the right arrow, specifies that lexical a can be realized
as nothing ONLY IF it occurs in the indicated context. That
is, any attempt to realize lexical a as zero when it is not
followed by a lexical minus sign will be blocked by the
rule.
Lexical:
Surface:

a-

Lexical:
Surface:

a+

Allowed realization of a:O
in the specified context

00

Illegal realization of a:O
in a different context

00

Zero realization of
generalizable to i
following rule.
a: 0 , i : 0, u: 0

short a before a strong suffix is
and u as well, resulting in the

<=>

-:0

Depending on the morphological complexity and degree of
regularity in a language, dozens of such rules may be
necessary to correctly relate the lexical and surface
levels. About twenty rules were required for Finnish in
Kimmo Koskenniemi's original project. We anticipate that
about forty rules will ultimately be required for Arabic,
another language we are working on. Aymara, which is
morphologically rich but surprisingly regular, appears to
require only four rules; while Esperanto,
which is
completely regular, required no morphological rules at all.
CONTROL MECHANISMS
In the ALPNET implementation of Two-Level theory, as in
others, lexicons drive the search process while the rules
serve merely as filters. Developers create a separate
sublexicon for each morpheme class (such as the 24 classes
of verb suffix), and these lexicons are stored and accessed
as letter-transition trees. For example, roots might be
listed in an "unloaded" lexicon as shown below. Using
traditional ALPNET conventions, a percent sign is used to
separate entries, and n and v indicate the noun and verb
categories respectively. Linguists could create such a
lexicon specification using any word processor.
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9,0

sara
<v
go
9,0

lura
<v
do
make
%

uta
<n
house
9,0

jaki
<n
person
%

'jaca
<v
live
9,0

wara
<v
pour
%

There is also a class of morphemes in Aymara, here called
vI, which can appear directly after a verb.
%

-ja
<vI
intense
complete
%

+ra
<vI
undo
9,0

&wi
<n
nominalizer
%

A lexicon-loader program automatically organizes these
entries into letter-transition trees like the following,
where the period represents the root of a tree, and
parentheses enclose the information belonging to a lexical
item, including the category and the translation (only the
category is shown here).
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Root Lexicon Tree
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For analysis, the program is given the information that a
word in Aymara must begin with a root morpheme; and it will
explore any lexical paths through the root lexicon that the
surface word, the concrete pairs, and the morphological
rules will support. Analyz ing the surface word wararaNa,
for example, the program will successfully trace a lexical
path through the root lexicon to find wara with a reading
of category "v" for verb. That is, it will start searching
at the root of the letter-transition tree, trying to match
the surface letters of the input string with the lexical
letters in the tree. Because of trivial lexical-to-surface
correspondences such as w:w, a:a, and r:r, the program will
eventually discover the potential lexical morpheme wara,
leaving the surface letters raNa still to be accounted for.
Once the verb morpheme wara is found, the system then
consults a table of "continuation classes" to see what kind
of morpheme can follow a verb. The table entry will look
like the following, where vlthrough v22 are names of other
lexicons, each containing a class of verb suffixes.
("v"

vl v2 v3 v4 v,5 v6 v7 vB v9 vlO vll vl2 vl3 vl4
vl5 vl6 vl7 vlB vl9 v20 v21 v22)

This table entry tells the system that a verb root can
(and, indeed, must) be followed directly by a morpheme
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l
chosen from anyone of the indicated suffix classes. The
system then searches each of the indicated lexicons in
turn, trying to account for the rest of the letters in the
surface word. In this case, the system first looks in the
vI lexicon and succeeds in finding the +ra morpheme, which
means "undo" and has the category "vI." Because the
concrete pairs will include +:0 ("the plus sign is realized
as nothing on the surface"), the program will be able to
follow a path through lexical +, lexical r and lexical a
even though the surface word contains only rand a.
The continuations
following:

for

a

"vI"

morpheme

like +ra are the

v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 vIO vII v12 v13 v14
v15 v16 v17 v18 v19 v20 v2I v22)

("vI"

The +Na suffix, indicating the infinitive, will eventually
be found in the v22 lexicon, completing the analysis. The
continuation class for a v22 will indicate that it can
validly end a word.
("v22"

v23

neut

end)

When it succeeds, the system prints out the path of lexical
letters that it found while traversing the lexicon trees.
It also displays the collected lexicon translations for
each morpheme.
Lexical:
Surface:
#
wara
+ra
+Na
#

#wara+ra+Na#
wara ra Na
=
=
=
=
=

word-boundary
pour
undo
infinitive
word-boundary

This reading for wararaNa, which might be rendered as "to
unpour," is semantically questionable at best--pouring is
the kind of activity that normally cannot be undone. The
program, exploring all paths, also finds another +ra
morpheme, meaning "distributive," in the v2 dictionary.
This path yields a second, preferable reading.
Lexical:
Surface:
#
wara
+ra
+Na
#

#wara+ra+Na#
wara ra Na
=
=
=
=
=

word-boundary
pour
distributive
infinitive
word-boundary
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(trans: "to pour distributively" i. e. "to pour
over a wide area rather than in one place")
Each potential morpheme that is identified will have a
category and an appropriate set of continuation lexicons to
explore next. Typically in Aymara, an entire surface word
will require successful searching through several lexicons
before the entire surface word is accounted for and the
lexicons "bottom out" with a lexical solution. Sometimes,
as for wararaNa, multiple paths through the lexicons will
bottom out, resulting in multiple analyses. The goal, of
course, is to generate all of the valid analyses and no
invalid ones.
Many possible paths that are allowed by the continuation
classes soon run into a lexical dead end. The program then
goes back to explore other possible tree paths. Because the
trees are searched with recursive routines, all indicated
paths eventually get explored, making the system very
thorough. It should be noted that because the lexicons
actually drive the analysis, any analysis paths that are
not supported by the lexicons are immediately abandoned.
The strength and power of a two-level analysis is in its
ability to take a string of surface characters as input and
follow a path of lexical characters through the lexicon,
even if there are, because of phonological effects or
graphological
conventions,
considerable
discrepancies
between the two strings. Given the surface string luriwa,
for example, the program will tentatively follow a path in
the root lexicon through lexical 1, lexical u, lexical r,
and lexical a, finding the root lura . .In other words, the
system automatically finds lexical lura even though it has
only lur to work with on the surface. This is possible
because the linguist tells the system that a lexical a can
be realized as nothing on the surface. The morphological
rules, including those controlling the realization of
lexical a,
run in parallel with the recursive tree
searching; they will ensure, in this case, that the present
context allows lexical a to be realized as nothing.
At no time does the system resort to ad-hoc "cut-and-paste"
methods to reduce surface words down to a root that can
then be looked up. In fact, there is never any separate
lookup step at all; readings for the various morphemes are
simply collected along the path to a successful analysis.
LINGUISTIC METHODOLOGY
The first step in analyzing the morphology of Aymara, or
any other language, is to declare the surface alphabet that
will be used by the program. There are several roughly
phonemic surface orthographies used to write Aymara, some
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L

of them not completely satisfactory because they are
influenced
rather
arbitrarily
by
standard
Spanish
orthography. The velar stop or /k/ phoneme, for example, is
often represented as c before a and u but as qu before i.
The /i/ phoneme is represented as e in some completely
predictable contexts, indicating the pronunciation of the
allophone from a Spanish point of view.
Reflecting the limitations of our character set on the
Macintosh, the desire to handle all the commonly used
surface orthographies, and the recognition that a more
consistent
phonemic
orthography
would
simplify
rule
writing,
we have defined our own standard surface
orthography for Aymara. Other orthographies can be mapped
mechanically and quite trivially into our standard by means
of simple character replacement tables. We have used N for
the ni J for the velar fricative commonly spelled with the
digraph j j i a, i, and u for the short vowels; and A, I, and
U for the long vowels. The /k/ phoneme is consistently
written with c, and k represents the uvular stop. We
continue the common practice of using digraphs for ejective
consonants such as in p'.
The second step is to identify and classify all of the
productive
affixes
in
the
entire
language.
Aymara
morphology uses only suffixes, but the wealth of suffixes
can be staggering, as in the following example.
Lexical:
Surface:

#uta+ma+nca+pJa+samacha-i+wa#
uta rna nca pJa samach i wa

#

uta
+ma
+nca
+pJa
+samacha
-i
+wa

#
(trans:

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

word-boundary
house
2nd person possessive (your)
in (verbalizer)
plural
it appears
3rd person present tense
primary emphasis
word-boundary

"it appears that they are in your house")

Fortunately for us, the Rudimentos del idioma Ayrnara,
published originally by the Canadian Baptist Mission
(1956), provided very helpful lists showing 23 classes of
verb suffix, 12 classes of noun suffix, and a neutral class
of morphemes that can attach to nouns or verbs. We started
by taking each morpheme class and creating a separate
sublexicon.
The third task is to specify the order in which morphemes
can occur. Again, we were fortunate that the Rudimentos had
already specified the relative ordering of all the morpheme
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classes. We adopted the obvious convention of naming the
verb suffix classes "vI" through "v23" and the noun suffix
classes "nl" through "n12." In the simplest view, an Aymara
word consists of a root and a selection of suffixes
optionally chosen,
in the specified order, from the
appropriate suffix classes. It is roughly analogous to a
Chinese restaurant where you can choose one item from
Column A, one (or none) from Column B, one (or none) from
Column C, etc.
Inside the program, the morpheme sequencing possibilities
are indicated in the continuation classes. For each lexicon
category, the continuation table indicates the names of the
sublexicons in which the search can continue. Each possible
continuation path will be fully explored until the program
succeeds, runs into a lexical dead end, or is blocked by a
violated rule.
The work was not completely done for us, however. There
were of course numerous errors and omissions in the charts.
In addition, the linguist must specify which morphemes can
validly
end
a
word.
Proper
specification
of
the
continuation classes remains a technical and creative
linguistic task which requires study, experimentation with
the program, and perhaps work with a native informant.
The final task is to account, via morphological rules, for
the various discrepancies between the lexical and surface
levels. One linguistic challenge was to handle "strong" and
"weak" suffixes in Aymara. In traditional terms, strong
suffixes cause the phonetic and orthographic deletion of a
short
vowel
immediately
preceding
the
suffix.
The
combination of lura, meaning "make" or "do," with the weak
suffix Na, for example, causes no vowel deletion.

"

lura

Na

luraNa
,/

(trans.

"to make/do")

The combination of lura with the strong i suffix, however,
causes deletion of the preceding a in lura.
lura

i

wa

"'-.1/
luriwa

(trans.

"he/she makes/does")

viewing the language diachronically, it is quite probable
that at one time some overt phonetic criterion naturally
correlated with strongness or weakness. Synchronically,
however, no such criteriol1 is discernable,. as is clearly
evidenced by the existence of. a strong suffix pronounced
/ta/ and a weak suffix also pronounced /ta/ (from a
separate sublexicon). Aymara learners, and our system,
simply have to be told whether a suffix is strong or weak.
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We adopted the arbitrary convention of preceding each
strong suffix at the lexical level with a minus sign, which
seemed an appropriate mnemonic for deletion. While it is
not formally necessary, we precede weak SUffixes, at the
lexical level , with a plus sign; this merely facilitates
the reading of lexical strings.
The two-level representation of the lura examples, repeated
here, shows the different effect of strong and weak
suffixes on the preceding vowel.
Lexical:
Surface:

#lura+Na#
lura Na

a:a before a weak suffix

Lexical:
Surface:

#lura-i+wa#
lur i wa

a:O before a strong suffix

In two-level terms, the presence of a strong suffix does
not cause deletion but rather zero realization of a
preceding lexical vowel.
Note that the lexical morphemes include the plus or minus
sign as part of the lexical entry. That is, the +Na suffix
consists of three lexical letters, and the -i suffix has
two lexical letters. Morpheme boundary characters, such as
the pound sign, the plus sign and the minus sign, never
appear as such on the surface, but they can affect the
realization
of
other
letters
around
them.
The
zero-realization
rUle,
repeated
here,
mathematically
"knows" when a strong suffix follows a lexical vowel
because it looks for the characteristic minus sign.
a: 0 , i : 0, u: 0

-:0

<=>

Another Aymara phenomenon to account for is verbalization,
whereby a noun root (or a noun root with some noun suffixes
on it) can continue on with verb suffixes. The overt
manifestation or surface realization of such verbalization
is the lengthening of the final vowel in the noun. For
example, the noun root jaki means "person"; when the final
vowel i is lengthened, indicated in our orthography as I,
the word is verbalized and can continue with a verbal
suffix like -tao
We propose a verbalizing morpheme
arbitrarily spelled & at the lexical level.
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#jaki&-ta+wa#
jakI ta wa

Lexical:
Surface:

=
=
&
=
-ta =
+wa =
#
jaki

#

=

word-boundary
person
verbalizer
2nd person present
primary emphasis
word-boundary

(trans. "you are a person" or, more literally,
"you person")
The two-level rule to account for this phenomenon is the
following:
a:A, i:I, u:U

<=>

&:0

As with the minus sign, the ampersand at the lexical level
is never realized as such on the surface, but it affects,
through the rules, the realization of lexical vowels
preceding it. A small number of Aymara suffixes, which we
have termed "super suffixes," begin with a
lexical
ampersand.
MORPHOLOGY RULES
It is not appropriate or possible here to go into a
detailed explanation of how morphology rules work in a
two-level system; this information is available elsewhere
(Koskenniemi, 1983; Karttunen, 1983). It should be pointed
out, however, that the rules do not drive the analysis but
simply provide an additional filtering at each step of the
path through the lexicon trees.
Rules are compiled into highly efficient finite-state
transducers that mathematically keep track of context and
realization restrictions by reacting--moving into different
states--every time a lexical transition,
i.e. a new
concrete pair, is proposed. All the rules operate in
parallel. Whenever a transition causes anyone of the rules
to move into an illegal state, this signifies that the rule
has been violated, and that search path through the
lexicons is immediately blocked.
The following diagram shows the compilation of the
verbalization rule. By convention, the machine starts in
state 1, and 0 is the failure state. The symbol -A stands
for the complement of A, that is, any letter in the
alphabet other than A. The equal sign stands for any
letter, or, by convention, any letter not designated more
specifically elsewhere in the rule. Exit states, those
states which can legally end a word, are indicated with
double circles.
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<=>

a:A, i:I, u:u

a:-A
i:-I
u:-u

&:0

a:A
i:I
u:u

a:A
i:I
u:u

&:0

a:A, a:-A
i:I, i:-I
u:u, u:-u

-.These spaghetti diagrams are converted
transition matrices for use by the program.
a
A

u
U

&

I

i

a

0 -A

i

-I

u

to

equivalent

=

-u =

-----------------------1

f

2

2

2

1

3

3

3

1

2

n

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

3

f

2

2

2

0

3

3

3

1

The other two
fOllowing:

rules

required so

far

for Aymara

Realization of lexical h as zero when it
is preceded by k:k and followed by a vowel
realized as zero and a strong suffix
h:O

<=>

k:k

v:O
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-:0

are

the

Realization of lexical J as zero when it
is preceded by p:p and followed by a vowel
realized as zero and a strong suffix that begins
with c
J: 0

<=>

p:p

v:o

-:0

c:c

-h:-h

The
ability
to
account
for
the
lexical-surface
discrepancies with only four rules reflects the traditional
observation that Aymara is almost supernaturally regular.
CRITICISMS AND ENHANCEMENTS
For
practical
purposes
in
computer
analysis
of
natural-language morphology, we have been extremely pleased
with our two-level linguistic tool. However, the theory or
perhaps
some
implementations
of
it
have
practical
limi tat ions
and
are
subj ect
to
various
theoretical
criticisms. First, the two-level theory can be criticized
for allowing the linguist to inject whatever characters he
or she wants or needs into the rather abstract lexical
level. The danger, of course, is that a linguist will
simply kludge the lexical level in whatever way is
necessary to account for the surface stri~gs. For Aymara,
we
have
helped
ourselves
to
lexical
word-boundary
characters
and
morpheme-boundary
characters.
The
morpheme-boundary characters, +,
,and &, are used as a
kind of feature to mark suffix types: weak, strong, and
super. We have employed similar markers in our analysis of
Arabic.
For practical
work,
we
fail
to
see
such
abstractness at the lexical level as a serious weakness.
Barton (1987) has shown mathematically that two-level
analysis and generation are NP-Hard. Koskenniemi and Church
(1988) have responded that the complexity problems simply
do not arise for natural language, and our experience so
far would support that. The NP-Hardness of two-level
analysis and generation would become a serious practical
problem if natural languages exhibited more phenomena such
as
vowel
harmony,
where
there
are
discontiguous
dependencies within a word.
In fact,
discontiguous dependencies and discontiguous
morphemes are a general weakness in traditional two-level
systems. In our analysis of Arabic, which has stems
consisting of "interdigitated" roots and patterns, we were
able to devise enhanced "Detouring" routines that can
follow a lexical path through two lexicons at the same
time, one containing root~ and the other_patterns (Beesley,
1989). The result is still a two-level system, showing that
the previous inability to handle Semitic languages in
two-level morphology can be tied to implementation rather
than basic theory.
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Because of the way that continuation classes are defined,
two-level theory provides a very powerful way to model
contiguous dependencies--those dependencies that flow from
one morpheme to the next. However, it is quite possible for
dependencies to hold between two morphemes that are
potentially separated by other morphemes. Consider the
following abstract example, where ml, m2, m3, etc. are
morphemes in a word.
root+ml+m2+m3+m4+mS
Let us assume that the continuation classes specify that a
root can be followed by ml or m2, m2 can be followed by m3,
etc. The problem _ arises if ml is an optional morpheme
which, if present, requires the presence of an otherwise
optional m5 later in the word. Unfortunately, in two-level
theory the progression on to mS is controlled only by m4;
there is no obvious way to force the analysis to find the
mS morpheme only if ml appeared somewhere earlier in the
word.
One rather unsatisfactory solution is to duplicate all the
lexicons that can appear between the interdependent
morphemes.
~ml-m2-m3

root

~

-m4-1i'-----===='

~,end

m2'-m3'-m4'
In such a system, the continuation classes would be defined
in such as way that if ml were present, the analysis would
eventually be forced through mS, perhaps picking up m2, m3
and m4 on the way. If no ml is present, however, the
analysis would progress through a duplicate set of
lexicons, m2', m3' and m4', where the continuations classes
would allow successful analysis of the word without
necessarily passing through mS. Similar problems arise if
the presence of one morpheme precludes the appearance of
another morpheme somewhere in the same word.
Such preclusion was noted in Arabic. Indefinite noun
endings (nunation endings) and definite noun endings are
only optionally, and very infrequently, realized on the
surface. The system must therefore compensate during
analysis, postulating definite and indefinite noun endings
at the lexical level which are not overtly present in the
surface orthography. However, the Arabic word for "the,"
the definite article, appears bound to the beginning of a
noun, as in this definite example.
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Lexical:
Surface:

#'al-bint+u#
@ I b nt

(trans:

"the girl" nominative)

Normally, a noun that is not marked with the definite
article could be interpreted as indefinite, with a nunation
ending (the indefinite double Damma is indicated as +N in
this example).
Lexical:
Surface:

#bint+N#
b nt

(trans:

"9.

girl" nominative)

Not surprisingly, the presence of the definite article at
the beginning of the word precludes the possibility of
indefinite (and usually unrealized) suffixes like +N at the
end.
To
avoid duplicating
all
possible
intervening
lexicons, we implemented a simple feature unification
system (along the lines of Arister, 1987) wherein any
morpheme can set certain features for the entire word. For
example,
the
'almorpheme
can
set
the
feature
article=definite,
which
will
clash
with
the
article=indefinite feature set by all the indefinite
suffixes. Such feature unification, carried out morpheme by
morpheme, serves as an additional kind of filtering during
analysis.
For Aymara, we found that the presence of one morpheme
could require the presence of another morpheme later in the
word. In the following example, the presence of +si with a
progressive
reading requires the later -ca with
a
progressive reading.
Lexical:
Surface:

#uta+Ja+nca+si+pJa-ca+raci+puni-i#
uta Ja nca si p
ca raci pun i

Such interdependencies were enforced by allowing the
morpheme +si to set a feature requirement, such as
ca=progressive, a feature which is set only by the required
morpheme. Before an analysis path through the lexicons is
allowed to succeed, the system now checks to make sure that
any and all feature requirements are satisfied by the
word's total feature set.
CONCLUSION
ALPNET now has a program which perfo~s morphological
analysis
and
rough
word-for-word
tr~nslation
of
a
significant fragment of Aymara. The morphology rules,
presently numbering four, are perhaps complete, and the
system is limited mainly by a small root lexicon. We now
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believe that the suffix lexicons, containing about 200
separate entries, are nearly complete. We can improve the
system by expanding and correcting the dictionaries,
continuation
classes,
feature
settings
and
feature
requirements. The Aymara analysis is written using a
general morphological analysis tool based on Koskenniemi's
Two-Level Morphology. It is anticipated that we will use
the same morphology tool for other languages as the need
arises.
The current tool is written in Common LISP and runs on a
Macintosh SE with 2. 5M bytes of memory. The LISP code
itself is rather small, perhaps 25K bytes; the expanded
memory is necessary to run the LISP interpreter. We are
rewriting the tool in C for porting to IBM mainframes and
perhaps other platforms.
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